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Welcome to our second issue of Crestron Connection.

technology, while at the same time delivering a seamless,

We had an overwhelmingly positive response to

elegant and intuitive solution for the end user.”

Issue One. Many of our dealers from around the world
have commented on how the amount of new product
introductions, training and education opportunities, and
dedicated marketing initiatives has sent a clear message
of just how important Crestron Technology Professionals

You’ll want to check out our ISE 2018 show recap. It was
really incredible! We entertained over 16,000 people at
our Crestron Residential Pavilion during the show and
won over 12 major awards for new product introductions.

feel our residential business unit has become. And we

We awarded our Crestron EMEA Integration Awards

intend on expanding on that message!

which we feature in this issue. The installs are all

Once again we’ve assembled a repository of linked
information from the last three months of our most
complete compilation of webinars, marketing materials,

ideas and inspirations you can share with your clients and
design team.
Also included is an introduction to our Training Team,

to better allow our dealers to keep current and up to

led by Michael Zamalkany. Michael covers the basics of

date.

our training philosophy and has a lot of great insights

we know you’ll enjoy. We sat down with Hamish Neale,
Crestron Residential Sales Manager, Europe, to discuss
his goals for the region. We’re also highlighting our
global residential showrooms – with introductions to
our showroom managers and what tools they have on
offer to better enable you, our Crestron Technology
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magnificent and we know you’ll come away with new

service and technical updates – all in one convenient place

Our Spring issue also has some new and exciting articles

WHAT’S INSIDE

to share on how we are partnering with our dealers in
the form of hands on, real world training experiences.
I know you’re going to come away with a new level of
appreciation of how committed we are in making sure
that every dealer, and every employee of every dealer, is
thoroughly comfortable and knowledgeable regarding
Crestron products.

Professionals, to maximize this resource. We are also

Finally, we want to share some news and current events

highlighting our service and sales support team with a

from around the globe with all of you. There is so much

great interview with Ray Coneys, Senior Director of Sales

Crestron has to offer its dealers and this magazine is

Support Services. Here is Ray’s money quote, “You can

designed to give you total access with active links to get

have the best products and technology, but it doesn’t

you right up to speed on everything we’re doing as the

mean a thing without the people we call customers and

leader in residential control technology. Enjoy the book!

partners. And, employees who realize that and care
greatly about them. And that’s what SSS is all about.”
Another great feature in this issue is an interview with
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Ben Shectman, Director, User Experience. Ben really
captures the zeitgeist when he talks about getting
into the heads of the end users and trying to capture
exactly how our customers want to interact with home
technology. As Ben relates, “We want to deliver out-ofthe-box, sophisticated and powerful products to the

JOHN CLANCY

market that allows our dealers to effortlessly deploy our

VICE PRESIDENT, RESIDENTIAL
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CURRENT EVENTS

New PRODUCT INTRODUCTIONS
This year we showcased 5 brand new products, plus a dedicated residential stage,
where we presented the first ever live demo of Crestron Pyng 2.0!
NEW Handheld Remotes
Elegant, ergonomic design. Epic functionality. The amazing
HR-310 and TSR-310 are Crestron hand-held remotes
reimagined. They combine all the best elements of our
previous generation with even more advanced functionality:
• Superb ergonomic design
• Incredible button feel
• Voice control
• Custom engravable buttons
• Profile settings
See our ISE Remotes Video for more details.
“These elegant remotes were aesthetically designed to sit in the finest
homes in the world. The ability to integrate with Crestron Pyng 2.0
sets the TSR-310 at the pinnacle of easily-programmable, yet powerful,
handheld remotes.”

WOW, WOW AND WOW!

Byron Wendling
Technology Manager, User Interfaces

NEW Horizon™ Keypads

What a show!

Designed for your world, your way. The new Horizon keypads
deliver an advanced control solution as part of a complete
Crestron smart home, and are more flexible and customizable
than anything seen before:
• Highly configurable single-gang models that combine up to
four across

For those of you who were in Amsterdam for ISE 2018, you

• Designer aesthetics

know how big it was for our entire team, with industry awards

• Superior button feel

and new product releases as well as major announcements and

• Four different button styles

introductions. Let’s cover a little bit of territory, bringing you

• Programmable multi-color backlighting

all of the great news and exciting videos and images from our

• Interchangeable custom top and bottom trim pieces

dedicated Crestron Residential Pavilion.

See our ISE Horizon Video for more details.

First off – this was our largest booth ever and we welcomed
16,625 guests, a new trade show record for Crestron. Thank you
to everyone who visited. Your enthusiasm and support drives our
success and enables our industry to thrive.

The Crestron Smart Home - ISE 2018
Crestron is the one and only company that designs,
manufactures, and supports the full spectrum of home

VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

automation products and solutions to ensure unparalleled

Here are three great references to check out:

Take a quick tour with our ISE Horizon Video.

performance and reliability.

Our website recap, our image library of the booth,
and our video recap.

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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New PRODUCT INTRODUCTIONS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Crestron Pyng® 2.0
The Crestron Pyng 2.0 platform now supports integration of video control
and all the benefits of DigitalMedia. This update represents a great leap
forward, making it simple to configure and control the full Crestron smart

Hamish Neale
Residential Sales Manager
– Europe

MINUTES

home experience – control of lights, shades, audio, door locks, security
systems, thermostats, and now video. Key features include:
• Integration with our remotes, including our new TSR-310 and HR-310
• Display and source control

with the Hamish Neale

• Video routing via DM, DM NVX, AV receiver, or TV
• Audio and video grouping plus TV presets

We sat down with Hamish to discuss his background, his goals for the region,

• Third-party drivers from the cloud, or provide IR drivers
from your own library

and some of the challenges residential integrators face today.

• Available June 2018
See our NEW Pyng 2.0 for more details.

Beautiful Crestron Shades including
NEW Horizontal Sheers

Thanks for taking talk with us and share some of your views

the company HQ in New Jersey during spring to participate in

on today’s CI channel. Tell our readers a little bit about your

global sales meetings and our unified marketing efforts are

background.

starting to yield consistent messaging for dealers on our brand

First of all, thanks for giving me some ink in order to introduce

and also our product direction.

myself to all of our European dealers. To your question, I have

What would you say the top three challenges are for

been in the residential custom installation business for over 20
years. I worked in the manufacturing and distribution end of

Crestron Shades add beauty, convenience, and comfort throughout the

the business, after cutting my cloth in a Hi Fi store in Auckland,

entire home. Featuring exclusive Quiet Motor Technology,™ Crestron

New Zealand. The custom channel is one that I am particularly

shades provide silent operation and convenient, one-touch control. Our

passionate about and especially the premium market space,

new Horizontal Sheers shading solution features horizontal fabric vanes

where end users are able to bring unbelievable products into

floating between two layers of sheer, knitted fabric. A stunning new

their homes to help them enjoy the incredible spaces that they

option for your clients to choose from.

have created. In my last employ at Barco, there was a pride in

See our ISE Sheers Video for more details.

offering consumers the ultimate products (£300K projectors
are about as exclusive as home technology gets), and Crestron
shares that same pedigree. I feel at home with Crestron and
enjoy helping dealers offer their clients the best.

DM 4KZ

What’s your remit and goals for the region?

Crestron DigitalMedia™ was the first to bring you

residential dealers today? And, in your new leadership role,
how do you plan to help overcome these?
It is extremely easy for us to get tired promoting a proven
and reliable product or service, when by nature we want to
be trying out the latest toy on offer, often without thinking
through the full business case. Is said product designed for 24/7
uptime, is it engineered to perform its function for 5 years or
more, and does the manufacturer have a proven track record
of creating products that deliver? So, challenge #1 for all of us
is staying focused on delivering what the customer really needs
for their home.
Challenge #2 is having trust in your most important partners.
We as a manufacturer need to have 100% trust in the dealers

4K60 over HDBaseT®. Now, DM is the first to bring

As Residential Sales Manager for Europe, my role is to

we have chosen to design our systems and install them into the

you 4K60, 4:4:4, and HDR. Now, you can use the same

ensure we have the finest, most supportive and highly skilled

homes of end users and, likewise, our dealers need to be able to

DM switcher chassis and DM cabling with new 4KZ

sales force in the industry. One that works closely with our

trust us 100%. Building this trust is paramount for me.

input and output cards, transmitters, and receivers.

integration partners and is seen as trusted advisors, rather

It’s the perfect upgrade solution!

than order chasers. We will strive to deliver dealer programs,

Challenge #3 is what I’ll refer to as the race to the bottom

trainings and events that reward dealers for their commitment

See our ISE 4KZ Video for more details.

to Crestron and help in any way possible in their quest of
delivering exceptional experiences to their end customers.

“DM 4KZ offers the perfect opportunity to go back and sell upgrades. It is the only
unit available with retrofit capability, offering an upgrade path without having to
install (or sell) a new chassis. Using the same cabling and chassis, you simply swap
out IO cards, transmitters and receivers.”
Rob Carter
Technology Manager, DigitalMedia

that most manufacturers have their dealer base tracking.
We’ve taken a different approach at Crestron, demonstrated
our launch of two premium-quality hand held remotes, our
technologically advanced blinds and curtain solutions, and

Speak to how important the residential business is to

the new Horizon Keypads. Each of these new products

Crestron in EMEA and how you’re working with the Global

are marketed not as a price breakthroughs, but as a great

team to match the progress in the likes of U.S and Canada.

products with excellent features. They are designed to deliver

Extremely important. We are on a strong push to recruit and

for the home owner day after day, year after year, with an

onboard a dedicated sales and business development team

elegance and aesthetic quality that delivers on Crestron’s

here in Europe. The residential pavilion at ISE was also a great

brand promise.

example of a renewed company focus for the residential

Customers are willing to pay a premium for a great product.

business unit, which is being headed up globally by John Clancy.

We are committed to creating them as the leader in smart

The entire residential sales team from the UK will be visiting

home technology.

Crestron 2018 Integration
Awards Winners

Crestron Award Winning Products
Crestron scooped 12 industry awards at
ISE 2018. We were recognized in multiple
categories across both residential
and commercial by various industry
publications.
Control and Automation:

Crestron DM-NVX-350

Unified Communication & Collaboration:

Technology for Collaboration and Conferencing

Crestron Mercury

Installation Magazine Best of Show Awards

Crestron DM-NVX-350
Crestron XiO Cloud

AV Technology Europe Best of Show Awards

Crestron Mercury
Crestron DM XiO Director

Crestron Mercury
Crestron AirBoard™

Video Distribution Solutions:

Crestron DMPS3-4K-350-C

Control Systems:
Crestron TSW-1060
Audio:

Crestron DSP-1283
Loudspeakers: Vector SUBD18

“Crestron is extremely proud and honored to be recognized by the
AV industry for a company-best 12 awards at ISE 2018. These

Now in its eleventh year, the Crestron Integration Awards continue
to go from strength to strength, celebrating the most innovative
and inspiring projects featuring Crestron solutions throughout the
EMEA region. This year the quality of entries has been superb, and
with a really interesting tally of 128 entries from 21 countries.
These acclaimed awards provide an international platform for
Crestron integration partners and service providers, to showcase
their finest work. It gives me a huge sense of pride to announce
the winners in front of an audience of industry peers at our
biggest global show ISE, and shine a spotlight on the exciting
talent and innovation that continues to drive our industry forward.
The creativity and technological expertise of the winning entries
impressed both the Crestron team and its panel of expert judges.
At Crestron, our goal is to simplify and enhance the lives of millions
of people around the world with intuitive technology. The secret
to our success depends on the excellence of our partners and
their commitment to providing the highest industry standards.
I would like to say a huge thank you to all our partners who entered
the Crestron Integration Awards and deserving congratulations
to our 2018 winners.

awards are validation of the hard work and ingenuity of the
hundreds of engineers and visionaries in our R&D labs. They share
a passion and relentless commitment to push the boundaries of
what’s possible and anticipate our customers’ needs.”
– Fred Bargetzi
Chief Technology Officer

Robin van Meeuwen
CEO Crestron EMEA

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

Custom Sight & Sound Ltd (CSS)
best
incorporation
of crestron
pyng™

Bishops London
United Kingdom

This super high-end residential
development by the Firoka Group had
the judges in awe of its splendid use of
Crestron smart technology, which has
been integrated by CSS Ltd to effortlessly
enhance the lifestyle of its residents.
Bishops London includes a private leisure
complex and four detached mansions, one
of which is divided into five apartments.

As one of London’s most unique and

time, it also gave CSS the flexibility the

prestigious developments of 2017,

project specifically required for its eco-

covering more than 75,000ft 2 of

friendly lighting platform. Pyng quickly

prime real estate, it involves a host of

and easily configures and controls the

well-known designers such as Wolff

whole-home system, including audio,

Architects, Ridge and Argent Design.

lighting, shades, thermostats, door

Each luxurious residence has been fully

locks and security systems, providing

automated, including AV, security,

instant connectivity and control – it will

shades, motorised window openers,

continue to prove invaluable for future

heating and cooling, plus dedicated

homeowners,as CSS explain:

home cinemas in the three houses.

“Given the unique programming

CSS’s design for Bishops London

methods provided with Crestron Pyng

incorporates the best in Crestron

we are able to spread the programming

residential control, which is all easily

and installation tasks across a broader

managed at the touch of a mobile

range of our engineers thus increasing

phone or device thanks to the excellent

efficiency within the team.

incorporation of Crestron Pyng™.
Residents can also control the various
technologies via customised wallmounted Crestron touch screens,
remote control handsets and C2N
lighting keypads.
Crestron Pyng has not only provided
residents with the ability to control
their home from anywhere and at any

Once the project is sold, Pyng really
comes into its own. Given its modular
design and practical applications, we
can very simply add or alter the project
without the need to pull the house apart
or substantially re-program to achieve
the client’s changes to the system.”

Remotes actually
worth fighting for
Introducing the all-new Crestron
HR-310 and TSR-310 Remotes. Elegant,
ergonomic design. Epic functionality.
Take control. Get your hands on one
now. crestron.com/remotes

All brand names, product names, and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Certain trademarks, registered trademarks, and trade names may be used in this document to refer to either the entities claiming
the marks and names or their products. Crestron disclaims any proprietary interest in the marks and names of others. Crestron is not responsible for errors in typography or photography. ©2018 Crestron Electronics, Inc.

NEWS OF THE WORLD

CURRENT EVENTS

Crestron Masters 2018

Crestron at London Design Week
The Design Centre Chelsea Harbour once again hosted this
spring's London Design Week, bringing design enthusiasts the
latest in creative trends. Crestron played host to a number of
events during LDW. In keeping with the theme of “Legends” we
held an intuitive talk with Poltrona Frau front man Tristan Forrest,
at our stunning showroom in the South Dome.
Our Crestron Showroom was the perfect setting for a Women in
AV Event (WAVE) event, celebrating International Women’s Day.
We assembled some of the ‘leGINdary' women in our industry and
the Interior Design Community for an afternoon of gin tasting!
Also at the Crestron Showroom, we hosted a breakfast featuring
BIID President Charles Leon. The event was a great opportunity
for interior professionals to network with other members and
discuss topics that affect the day-to-day management of running

Crestron Masters 2018 is the premier event for

a design practice.

the AV industry’s best programmers…

NEW MASTER TECHNOLOGY
ARCHITECT COURSE

scheduled to take place on April 10-12, 2018, in

For the first time in 18 years the program

the U.S. and May 15-17, 2018, in Europe.

has expanded to include the top design

The increasingly popular Crestron Masters is an

engineers in the industry. Proper system

exclusive, by-invitation-only conference that offers

design and planning have become crucial

Crestron Certified Programmers the opportunity

in the successful deployment of enterprise

to stay on top of the latest Crestron technology

AV technology solutions. To address this

Crestron hosted an inspirational LDW 2018

and industry best practices through a wide array

need, Crestron Technical Institute is now

CPD course entitled ‘Integrating Technology into

of training classes, while networking and sharing

offering a new certification program,

knowledge with peers.

Master Technology Architect (MTA).

Residential Design.’ The event was a huge success
and we'd like to thank everyone who visited us and
participated.

TWO CONTINENTS, SAME GREAT EVENT

Light & Building 2018
Crestron showcased all of our new comprehensive solutions

With nearly 800 premier Crestron programmers
filling 35 training classes in more than 94 sessions,

for the residential and commercial markets at the premier

and taking in networking events and entertainment,

trade fair for lighting and building technology, Light +

Masters 2017 was a phenomenon. Masters 2018

Building 2018 in Frankfurt, Germany in late March.

promises to be even bigger and better.

As a holistic provider of automation solutions, Crestron

Masters 2018 United States will take place

perfectly encompassed the show's key theme for 2018
‘Connected – Secure - Convenient’. Visitors to the Crestron

April 10-12 2018 at Mohegan Sun in Uncasville, CT.

stand were able to experience technology that not only

Masters 2018 Europe will take place

simplifies everyday life but enhances it too, including a

May 15-17 2018 at the Mövenpick® Hotel,

preview of our new line of Horizon keypads and handheld

Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

remotes.

LEARN MORE
For more information on Crestron Masters 2018
visit crestron.com/masters
For information on becoming a Crestron
Certified Programmer, visit crestron.com/training
and then click the Certification tab.
Recap video of the US Masters 2017
Recap Video EMEA 2017

DEALERTALK

CHALKTALK
Meet the Trainer of the Trainers

You refer to your department as the Crestron Technical Institute.
Expand on that for us.
MZ: We really are very similar to a college or technical institute.
To give our dealers an effective experience, we need to create real

MICHAEL ZAMALKANY
Director of Training

relationships between our trainers and our dealers.

New Jersey facility.
He is a Project Management

We sat down with Michael to discuss the training philosophy at
Crestron and how they are supporting dealers across the globe.
Michael, tell us about the scope of your training team and the Crestron training

How many training courses do you offer?
MZ: From a high level, we offer three main training tracks –
technician, engineer, and programmer tracks. Breaking it down,
we currently offer 22 instructor-led trainings. Additionally, we

Professional with years

facilities that our dealers have access to.

of experience developing/

MZ: We currently have 30 training sites spanning the globe. These are Experience

track our dealer’s progress – wherever they leave off a course,

leading all phases of diverse

Centers where dealers get hands-on, real world education and training. Supporting

let’s say they get called into a meeting, they can come back and

technology projects, including

this global network are 50 trainers, many of them experienced Crestron

immediately pick up where they left off.

Military, Telecommunications

programmers who work with our dealers as peers and colleagues.

and Healthcare applications

Vancouver, BC

and execute integration and programming – in real time, hands
all about solutions and support. And we’re about forming

is based at the Rockleigh,

Systems Audio Video

world scenarios, and then work with our dealers to solve problems
on. We really aren’t into PowerPoints and bullet points, we’re

Michael Zamalkany

Miles Morin, President

If you had to boil it down, what’s your #1 objective?

offer 18 on-line courses that are available 24/7. We even help

How do you measure success?

It has been eight years since we came on board as
a Crestron dealer. What we appreciate most is the
unified training approach at Crestron. I certainly
mean no disrespect to other manufacturers, but
we’ve sat in “trainings” that were really PowerPoint
presentations of the top selling points in bullet-point
format. Hardly what we’d call training.
We have a client who has commercial enterprises
that have used automation and control systems
and he told me about his “bus theory”. It goes
something like this, ‘if a bus hit our company and we
went under, who is going to be able to take over the
management of his Crestron control system?’

MZ: There are two main ingredients to how we gauge our overall

MZ: For Crestron to succeed, we need our dealers to succeed. Since I joined

We talked about how extraordinary Crestron’s

performance. The first is that we get feedback from our dealers.

unified training approach is, and how other dealers

Crestron, I’ve followed our mantra that we live customer first, no questions asked.

After each training, we want to know how we did. What worked,

who were also trained in the same, in-depth

he has performed in

And that means we work in lock step with our engineering department.

what needs tweaking and what else the dealer feels they would

numerous roles utilizing his

When engineering is ready to release a new product, the training department

formal training in Software

already has our materials ready to deliver to our dealer network. That way, our

Step two is that we have created a feedback loop with our

Development and Project/

dealers are trained and ready to hit the ground running. And that includes being

technical support department. If we see that technical support

Program Management.

prepared to sell, program, install and support everything we bring to the market.

and systems. While working
for companies like Lockheed
Martin, Intel and Siemens

like to know or have incorporated. That’s step one.

is getting questions about how something works, then we

Crestron online videos
in Q4 2017

attended instructor-led
trainings in 2017

This has now become part of our selling
approach. We deal with high-net worth clients
who run businesses. They can fully appreciate
the comprehensive nature of Crestron’s training

situation. So we can constantly see where we need to improve

approach and how that impacts end users in the

our competition.

8,000People

management of his control system.

figure we haven’t done a good enough job in training for that
our training, which at the end of day is what separates us from

8,000Views of

fashion would be able to take over the

What’s on the horizon for Crestron training?
MZ: More of our short videos that are also interactive. These have
received incredibly positive responses from our dealers. Short
videos where you can click on things you need to know more
about. It allows each person to move forward where they need
to, without having to sit through parts that they have already
mastered.

long run. They begin to view us not as wildcats
(as integrators are often times viewed!), but as
serious, stable business people with professional
methodologies and well thought out processes.
The bottom line – ROI. Increased sales and customer
confidence. Which translates into more referrals,
less headaches and a healthier profit margin.
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RAY CONEYS
Senior Director
Sales Support Services

MINUTES

ON HOW TO SUCCEED AT SALES
Sales Support Services (SSS) Department, operating out of the New Jersey HQ and led by
Senior Director Ray Coneys, is comprised of a team of experienced Solutions Engineers and
Administrators dedicated to your success. We sat down with Ray to talk all things SSS.
First of all, tell us a little about your background
and your team.

How do dealers get in touch with a member of your team?
•

I started at Crestron in 1990 as an Applications Engineer.
I’ve had the unique privilege of assisting, learning from, and

•

thing without the people we call customers and partners.

Request a proposal via our online portal:
https://www.crestron.com/en-US/misc/request-for-proposal

partnering with our many customers for 28 years. You can
have the best products and technology, but it doesn’t mean a

888-CRESTRON (273-7876), Option #3, or 800-237-2041;
Send email inquiries and RFPs to Techsales@crestron.com **

•

SSS On-Line Design Assist/Chat:
https://support.crestron.com/app/chat/chat_launch/q_id/2

The SSS team is comprised of a group of expert level

**All Quote Requests should be sent to SSS via the above

Solutions Engineers, most having a decade-plus experience in

channel options. For best results, please include/attach all

the Residential AV industry, who are dedicated to helping our

relevant project information; drawings, equipment-lists,

dealers with all of their pre-sales product/technical inquiries

functional-specifications, SOW. A dedicated Solutions

and system design validation/quotation.

Engineer will work directly with you to review your project

List for us the professional services your team delivers.

specific needs, while also making recommendations on the
best/latest Crestron products that will satisfy your goals.

Here is what SSS renders:

Your RFP will receive priority treatment and a quick

• Technical and pricing related inquiries for all products

turnaround time. We are committed to getting your

• System design review and quotation (AV, Lighting, and
Shades)
• Project Registration: SSS can assign and reserve a quote
number to include within your project documentation
• Comparative analyses for competitive projects and quotes

proposal to you when you need it!
Final thoughts?
Putting together talented individuals who are excited
about our industry and products is key to building a
successful team. But over the years I have also learned

(SSS will ensure you get the correct solution at a price

that what motivates a team to work together and to

that can’t be beat!), Sales tools/information and “how to

get better as a group is the common belief that what is

compete” videos and guides

best for our customers is also best for Crestron. That’s

• Application drawings, Design/Best-Practices Guides,
CAD/Visio-Blocks, Revit/BIM Files, Architectural and CSI
format Specifications

what I feel puts Crestron SSS above the rest.

ADD BEAUTY, CONVENIENCE, AND COMFORT
LUXURY SHADES BY CRESTRON
Designer fabrics. Elegant hardware. World-class technology. Crestron motorized
shades bring them all together to transform any room into a more spectacular and
comfortable space. Your clients will appreciate the simple control from elegant
keypads and touch screens, or from their mobile device. Even better, they can set
just the right mood with one-touch lifestyle scenes that integrate lights, shades,
thermostats, and more.
Like all of our complete, end-to-end solutions, Crestron shades
provide your clients with the best possible user experience.
Visit crestron.com to learn more.
All brand names, product names, and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Certain trademarks, registered trademarks, and trade names may be used in this document to refer to either the entities claiming
the marks and names or their products. Crestron disclaims any proprietary interest in the marks and names of others. Crestron is not responsible for errors in typography or photography. ©2018 Crestron Electronics, Inc.

INTRODUCING OUR SHOWROOM MANAGERS
Florida
With my background in interior design, architecture and construction management, and overall
project management experience from concept to completion, I can provide a unique vision and
valuable approach to how a home will flow; with efficiency, interaction, and lifestyle preferences
for each homeowner. Visiting our showroom will allow clients to envision and experience smart
home technology for themselves. After receiving a customizable Showroom Tour, each client
walks away with valuable knowledge and a clear understanding with how our offerings will fit in
with their own lifestyle.
I am a firm believer that relationship building within the Design/Build community is key to
developing a successful residential project. I had a walk in visit from the interior designer
working on this new condo development project and after listening to her concerns and
delivering our product in a unique light with our Integrated by Design approach, she was on
board. What is truly beneficial for clients as well as designers, is to walk them through real
life scenarios and stories that they can relate to. Simplicity of user operation, warranty, and
seamless integration within the home created the added value and quality she was hoping to
provide her clients. The designer went back to the builder and presented Crestron as her chosen

Jenny Cortes

partner in this project. The results speak for themselves:

DCOTA Design Center

The Akoya Project entails 144 units starting from $1-3M which resulted in our dealer pre-wiring
units for Crestron. The dealer then invites clients in for a tour and to make final selections on

Our amazing
showroom managers
have so much to
offer. We wanted to

Los Angeles

each visit, existing quotation increases were (minimum) 25-30% due to our presentations.

Dania Beach, Florida 33004
Tel: 754-208-5100
Email: jcortes@crestron.com

To date, we have started on the first 11 units, which have grossed over $1M in sales.

Dealers should visit the LA Design Showroom because
it’s a comfortable, experience-driven space that not
only resembles a home, but is as functional as it is

New York City

inviting. I think the setting is excellent for interior

I’ve been with Crestron for 11 years and thoroughly

designers, installers, architects, and homeowners to

enjoy working with our dealers when they schedule

interact with Crestron and see how the technology can

share their insights

seamlessly blend into and enhance any interior design

on how they can help

We recently participated in the Pacific Design Center

you close more sales.

shade fabrics, hand held remotes, touch panels, keypads, speakers, AV, DM, security, etc. After

1855 Griffin Rd., Ste B-108

Alexa and Sonos integration, as well as all of the

and aesthetic preference.
of West Hollywood Estate Managers Coalition. During

We recently worked with a newly appointed IDP
Partner/interior designer who came into the
showroom with her clients, a husband and wife. They

Here’s my favourite showroom story. All true!

Alexa and Sonos
integration, as

They provided a budget of $250,000 for the

100 industry insiders. We also just hosted two events

design as it relates to technology in the digital age.

offer complete

Texas. They said they didn’t want any technology!

number of estate managers, along with approximately

industry influencers and one analyzing the business of

newest product innovations.
We had a client building a 30,000 sq.ft. home in

the event, we promoted Crestron solutions for a

associated with Westweek, with a panel of top design

Our showrooms

time to utilize the showroom. We offer complete

Peter Jovic
Pacific Design Center
8687 Melrose Avenue, Ste G-288
West Hollywood, CA 90069
Tel: 562-340-0105
Email: pjovic@crestron.com

well as all of the

entire home (for comparison, one family room
being furnished had an $850,000 budget). The

newest product

woman loved to ride her horses, so we focused on
how we could help her process communications
with her staff using our touchscreens and other
features (flashing the lights in the staff quarters,
message appearing on the touch screen, notifying

were all very excited and surprised by the extent of

the wife her request was confirmed, etc.). Then

Crestron’s product offerings - especially in terms of

we suggested automating the individual horse

shading solutions - and the limited lifetime warranty

stalls with sensors and music and tied settings

we offer on our residential lighting controls, speaker

into the astronomical clock. In the end the projects

products, and shading solutions. As a result, their

grew by over five times the original budget due to

project increased in scope to include motorized

our defining value for the client in a space with a

shading and lighting control.

functioning and interactive control system.

Bryan Celli

innovations.

Decoration & Design Building
979 Third Avenue, Suite 407
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 212-223-2434
Email: bcelli@crestron.com
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London
We’re constantly updating and upgrading. Our latest 60 series touch panels, the new and

BEN SHECTMAN
Director
User Experience

MINUTES

incredibly slick handheld remotes, beautiful shading solutions, Sonos integration, voice
control using Amazon and our latest update of Pyng.
I believe that in order to fully understand how home automation can enhance your
lifestyle and home, you need to see it working in a residential space. In the showroom

with the User Experience Team

you can get to know our technology as well as our latest partnerships; including, Amazon
and Sonos. It enables you to see that with one touch of a button a whole room can be
transformed from a relaxing living space to a surround-sound media room without having

We sat down with Ben Shectman, Director, User Experience to get some insight on how Crestron

to compromise on the interior of your home. The look and feel of our showroom show

is transforming the entire control system category with sophisticated and elegant designs.

some of the latest styles and trends, and when blended with our technology, it’s a space
that you’ll never want to leave!

And how they are keeping the end user’s perspective at the forefront of their designs.

Last month we entertained an end user who was having Savant specified for their

Tell us a little of your background and how this division

Based on that premise, we then think, okay, how simple can

Kate Fauset

works.

we make that happen? Keep in mind there are always going

Design Center, Chelsea Harbour

First of all, Crestron has had a user interface design team for

dream home, which is in the process of being built. Once they had been given the tour
they had completely changed their mind about what real home control was all about.
And which direction they were headed! They loved the bespoke nature of the system, the
look and feel of our range of keypads and remotes. The next day we had their Integrator
and Interior Designer back in the showroom to go through the specifics and change
everything over to Crestron – that’s how powerful this space can be.

South Dome Second Floor
London, UK, SW10 OXE
Tel: +44207 352 0028
Email: kfauset@showroom.eu

years. We created themes and scenes. I was brought in two
years ago to propel the team to delve deeper into multiple
layers, driving the way in which our products work and how
end users actually interact with them in a more fundamental
way, and in a real world way.

DEALER FEEDBACK

THE CRESTRON
SHOWROOM EXPERIENCE

We have visited the showroom with more than six clients in the last year. They all
turned out to be successful sales leads for IntelliCasa. Few of them were already

DIC MSc BEng MIET
Chief Executive Director,
IntelliCasa LTD
London

think like an end user and how it is easiest and functionally
elegant to control the technology in one’s house. Instead of
allowing the technology to control us. That’s the key.

Several ways. One is actually bringing ground-breaking

are bringing psychology, sociology, computer science and
other disciplines to the forefront in order to empathize and

Dive into the end user experience a little more for us.

give the customer an impression of how the system operates, realise their needs

functionality. All of these will co-exist – our goal is how to

How do you measure success?

We use the showroom as a marketing tool in order to demonstrate the user

automation is or how it can transform their daily life. The showroom helps us to

the mix. Now we’re adding voice and soon we’ll have gestural

that ‘user experience’ wasn’t even a recognized term! So we

understand the end user.

Frequently, the potential customer is uninformed in relation to what home

and devices. Now we add control panels and touchscreens to

experience in the user experience field, going back so far

existing customers, whilst with the rest we were in the bidding phase.
experience and the added value that Creston systems offer our customers.

Elie Kfoury

I have a background in psychology. I have over 20 years of

to be light switches and other manual, hands-on applications

How do you approach that?
There are three key fundamentals our team operates on.
Number one is to always remember the we are not the

products to market. Thinking from a user orientation, we’ve
developed a number of conceptual user experience designs.
One highlight is the new touchscreen remote, the TSR 310.
We’ve created a modern, sleek interface that is also an
out-of-the-box solution.
Another measure of our success is our ability to step back
and rethink everything. Along those lines, we have been
working with a design/development house with experience

and pick the design they wish for their own system, by removing technical jargon

end user. Number two, put aside all biases, assumptions

that may not be familiar to them. More specifically, clients want to have a visual

and preferences in order to get inside the end user’s head.

representation of the system and a broader variety of products, especially in finish

And number three, always strive to test our solutions with

Finally, we know a sea change is occurring as we think about

and have the feel of the Cinema room and the environment of Creston.

people who serve as proxies for the end user; watch, observe,

UX. Especially here at Crestron. We are delivering products

The feedback we received from clients and colleagues visiting the showroom in

question, discuss. And then start over again until we can

that have more expertise incorporated in them than our

the past, has been very positive. Clients were able to see a variety of Creston

honestly say the end user is going to intuitively love the

dealers could ever hope to replicate in-house. We want to

products, touch and feel them, which contributes to the emotional part of a

product.

deliver out-of-the-box, sophisticated and powerful products

successful purchase. The target group of IntelliCasa is the luxury market and
Creston products align with this. The scent of the kitchen room and the scent

Where does your team begin the process of defining

of the living room, for example, can make potential clients feel more ‘’homey’’

a user experience?

and relate Creston products to their home more easily. Also, stylish and high-

We begin by spending time thinking about how folks inside a

end furniture will give a sense of luxury to the servicescape. Last but not least,

house actually interact with their technology. What are they

reception people that look attractive and wear stylish clothes adds to this
marketing scheme.

trying to accomplish or what are they actually doing? Like,
okay, they want to turn on the lights. Or turn up the music.

and expertise in mobile design interfaces.

to the market that allows our dealers to effortlessly deploy
our technology, while at the same time delivering a seamless,
elegant and intuitive solution to the end user.

QUARTERLY UPDATES

LINK BANK

Each quarter, Crestron Connection brings you the past three months’
worth of updates, all in one handy place. This makes it easy for owners
to make sure your people stay on top of the latest news, events,
technical updates and sales/service support.

Welcome to the brand-new Crestron Residential Media

Crestron® Horizontal Sheers
Want to know what to expect from the brand new Horizontal Sheers?
Download this helpful digital guide now for an introduction to the sheers variations,
how to care for them, and a handy 12 point summary. Get up to speed quickly so you
can offer this unique product to your clients right away.

adverts / posters

videos

Collective website, this simple site provides Crestron

Make sure to show your clients how stunning these sheers are –
Check out this beautiful video

print and digital marketing materials that you need to
help drive your marketing and sales programs.
Welcome to fabrics.crestron.com

Here’s what you’ll find:

brochures / sell sheets

We’ve made it easier than ever to search for and order Crestron shade fabric samples. With

• Crestron logos

• Videos

• Residential icons

• Crestron Residential ads

hundreds of designer inspired colors and patterns to choose from, Crestron shade fabric

• Residential lifestyle images
• Shading images

• Ready-to-go copy on Crestron
products and programs

Check it out now!

• Crestron Pyng® images and icons

• Brochures

• Sonos® assets

• Sell sheets

• Amazon® Alexa assets

• Product & Email Copy Templates

™

collections offer the perfect complement to any décor.

logos

Crestron Horizontal Sheers Fabric Sample Binder

Check in often!

This informative new binder elegantly displays the complete collection of

The site will constantly be updated with new assets, monthly highlights, and

Crestron Horizontal Sheers fabric samples. Includes 25 light filtering and

other tools to help you continue to build and drive the Crestron brand.

11 room darkening options.
Key Features

Introducing the Crestron Case Study Showcase initiative
We want to work with you, our dedicated Crestron Technology Professionals, to make sure as many people as possible
see your talents and creations – on social media, on our website, in the press, and beyond. We want to start publicizing

•

Complete collection of Horizontal Sheers fabric samples

•

Portable and eye-catching

•

25 light filtering and 11 room darkening fabric options

Order now

all the wonderful projects you create and now with this new Showcase Initiative it’s time to tell ALL our CTP stories.
If you missed the email or want to find out more, click here.

Crestron and Google Assistant Integration

NEW HR-310 and TSR-310 –

Crestron has partnered with Google Assistant to bring our unparalleled home automation technology to life with just

Our most beautiful and advance remotes yet!

the sound of your voice.

The amazing HR-310 and TSR-310 are Crestron handheld remotes reimagined.

Learn more about Google Assistant

Have you told your clients yet, if not, make sure you send them our stunning video

We have created two helpful resources to help you get started using Google Assistant in your residential projects:

to find all you need on the new remote by visiting crestron.com/remotes
Also we have created some handy tech videos for you,

Crestron & Google
Assistant Brochure

Crestron & Google
Assistant How-to-Guide

Inspire clients to add the

Review step-by-step instructions

•

How to replace your buttons on the HR-310

power and convenience

to start controlling Crestron

•

How to acquire the HR-310 remote

of voice control to their

lighting systems via Google

•

How to change the battery in your TSR-310

homes using this beautifully

Assistant.

designed brochure.

Want to know more about the lighting fast, responsive control of the

View here

brand new WiFi optimized TSR-310? Check out Crestron.com/approvedaps

View here

visit the HR-310 and TSR-310 product pages to see:

to learn how to optimize your TSR-310 with Crestron certified WiFi.

QUARTERLY UPDATES

LINK BANK

We’re driven to provide you with an ever-wider range of
solutions to offer your clients. In this update, you’ll find all of
our hottest new residential products, in one convenient place.

Latest Crestron Studio® updates

Smart Graphics® update and module
for SIMPL users
TV preset Smart Graphics update

DM® NVX support

Based on area and provider, you

DM NVX network AV is now handled in Crestron Studio

will be able to automatically pull

very much like with DM XiO Director, meaning you can

station metadata, icons, and

program it like a traditional matrix switcher with up to 32

guide information.

inputs and outputs.
HR-310 support
Get the same programming model you already know
from the HR-150 but with the ability to customize any
command on any button.
Legacy audio device support
You can re-program older systems in Crestron Studio
when upgrading hardware with the first step being
support for legacy audio devices, starting with PAD8.
Download

Live guide data
Shows what is on now and up
next. Icons and stations change
if the providers change.

Technology Q & A with John Clancy and Doug Jacobson

DELIVER PROPOSALS & DESIGN FASTER
Crestron Tech Support Best Practices

LIGHTING & SHADES FOR ADVISORY DESIGN
Be the Best of the Best Business

GET PAST END USER ROADBLOCKS

GO TO ALL WEBINARS

Crestron Studio Best Practices

and let Crestron cloud services
do the rest. No recompiles,
no XML file editing.

Support for Crestron Certified Drivers

End user can add, change, and

Simply use the product browser like you always do– the

HORIZONTAL SHEERS OVERVIEW

Just enter zip code and provider

End user customization

available and that is exactly what we're delivering to you.

Make sure you check out our informative Webinar series.
Here’s just a brief recap of the webinars Crestron
presented in the previous three months:

Easy configuration

Coming soon!
We've heard loud and clear that you want more drivers

Webinars

GET SOCIAL WITH #CRESTRON
Join the conversation. Connect, follow and share

remove a preset and create

Crestron news straight from our headquarters.

profiles to include their own
list of stations.

browser will perform a live filter as you're typing both
local and cloud devices. Or if you don't know the specific
model, simply add a generic placeholder.

Coming soon!

@Crestron

@Crestron

Crestron Electronics

@Crestron

CrestronElectronics

Crestron Pyng 2.0
The upcoming release of the Crestron Pyng 2.0 platform will
support integration of video control and all the benefits of
DigitalMedia, in particular. The update will make it simple
to configure and control the full Crestron smart home
experience – control of lights, shades, audio, door locks,
security systems, thermostats, and now video.
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